LLC «GAMING CLUB «LORD»,
adhering to the principles of responsible gaming, warns:
participation in gambling game/games can lead to addiction, losings and
loss of funds
If necessary, the player can take self-restraint or self-control measures on the basis of a
corresponding statement.
LLC «GAMING CLUB «LORD»
adheres to the principles of «RESPONSIBLE GAMING»,
which implies the implementation by the gambling organizer of measures to prevent and
minimize the negative consequences of an individual's participation in gambling, and activities
aimed at organizing self-restraint and self-control for players.
The organizer creates conditions for combating gambling addiction (ludomania).
A player may be an individual who has reached the age of 21 at the time of gambling, legally
capable to act, is not on the Register of persons restricted to access to gambling establishments
and / or gambling, and voluntarily participates in gambling.
WINNING (PRIZE) - funds, property, property rights to be paid (issued) to the
player in the event of his winning in a gambling game in accordance with the published rules
for conducting such a gambling game.
Slot machines purchased by LLC «GAMING CLUB «LORD» are equipped with a random number
generator that provides a random nature of the winning and the impossibility of predicting the
outcome of the upcoming game.
Total winning percentage (theoretical return to the player) is at least 90% in every slot
machine.
SIGNS OF COMPULSIVE GAMBLING:
 constant involvement, an increase of the time spent in the game;
 changing interests, obsessive thoughts of the game, living through and imagining
situations related to the game;
 "loss of control", expressed in the inability to stop the game, both after big winnings
and constant losses;
 a state of psychological discomfort, irritation, anxiety that develops
over relatively short periods of time;
 a gradual increase in the frequency of participation in the game, pursuit of high risk;
 periodic occurrence of a state of tension accompanied by a game "drive".
PLACES WHERE YOU CAN GET HELP IN CASE OF GAMBLING ADDICTION:
UNIVERSUM Clinic, private health care facility, 4 V. Vynnychenka Str., Kyiv.
+38 (067) 242-62-40+38 (044) 599-54-05+38 (044) 393-11-11

